In this AT-Large Summit II newsletter, the ALAC chair shares his thoughts about ATLAS II and upcoming capacity building webinars.

Welcome to the first At-Large Summit II Newsletter! As an At-Large Structure (ALS) representative attending the 2nd At-Large Summit during the 50th ICANN meeting in London, you’ll receive regular news updates to keep you informed about Summit activities and information to prepare you for the At-Large Summit.

In this Newsletter:

- ALAC chair shares his thoughts on ATLAS II
- Capacity Building Webinar on "Security and Stability"
- Presentations, Recordings of previous Capacity Building Webinars available
- Learn more about the city of London!
Olivier Crépin-Leblond

Olivier Crépin-Leblond, chair of the At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC), shares his thoughts about the ICANN At-Large Summit II taking place during the 50th ICANN meeting in London from 21-26 June 2014 that you will be attending

Read more

Capacity Building Webinar on "Security and Stability"

The sixth PRE-ATLAS II Capacity Building Webinar on the Topic "Security and Stability" is scheduled for May 15 2014 from 13:00 – 14:00 UTC, presented by Julie Hammer, the ALAC's liaison to the Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC).

The draft agenda and call details can be found at: https://community.icann.org/x/6z-RAg

French and Spanish interpretation will be provided.

Adobe Connect: https://icann.adobeconnect.com/preatlas2cb/

Conference IDs (http://adigo.com/icann/):

- English: 1638 ; Spanish: 1738 ; French: 1838

If you require a dial-out please contact At-Large staff at staff@atlarge.icann.org with your preferred number.
Presentation, Recordings of previous Capacity Building Webinars available

Previous pre-ATLAS Summit II Capacity Building Webinars were on topics of:

- Communications
- IPv4-IPv6 migration
- Policy Development Process
- Future of Internet Governance, Part 1
- Future of Internet Governance, Part 2

Visit the [Capacity Building Webinars Page](#) for the presentation and recordings if you missed any of them!

Learn more about the city of London!

The city of London is the venue of the 50th ICANN meeting and the At-Large Summit II. Visit the [London Travel Page](#) to learn more about this historic city.